Rising global influence,
a young workforce, and
pro-women reforms
We build knowledge to deepen
understanding of Africa’s potential

A knowledge hub for
collaborative research

Equality,
Social Justice
& Inclusion

Africa faces a fast-changing set of opportunities and challenges. Greater
integration, rising geo-political importance, a youthful demographic,
digital innovation and women’s roles in peace-building all offer the potential for positive transformation. Conversely, many of today’s global
challenges – such as the Covid-19 pandemic, climate change and
food insecurity – impact African countries particularly hard.
For many years, Nordic governments have been at the forefront of
responding to these challenges and opportunities. This has included a
strong emphasis on the role of science as a cornerstone of democracy.
The Nordic Africa Institute aims to be a knowledge-generating, policy-informing, collaborative organisation that supports a deeper understanding of African perspectives.
Therése Sjömander Magnusson
Director, Nordic Africa Institute (NAI)
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Khartoum, Sudan, January 2022. A Sudanese woman speaks during
in a rally to protest against last year's military coup. Photo by AFP.
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Our impact areas
NAI works mainly within five impact areas, to which all parts
of the institute contribute. In the following pages, some of our
colleagues give examples of the research-based knowledge
we provide within each area.

Rwanda Parliament, Kigali, December 2013.
The National Dialogue Council, commonly known as Umushyikirano,
a meeting where participants are able to exchange ideas, share
experiences and question each other. Photo Rwanda Government.

Gender equality beyond
the numbers
Several African states boast high levels of female
representation in the legislature. But impressive figures
do not automatically lead to real political influence for
women, according to Diana Højlund Madsen, senior
gender researcher at NAI.
The increase in women’s political representation in Africa in the past three decades
has mainly been achieved through quotas.
“It is an effective way of getting more women into parliament, which has immense
symbolic value, but does not necessarily mean that a government is working towards
transformation of unequal power structures”, says Højlund Madsen.
To tell a genuine pro-women agenda from mere ‘gender washing’, it is necessary to
look beyond numbers and analyse how quotas are implemented. In some countries
with high female representation, ruling parties effectively function as gatekeepers,
keeping out women who threaten existing power structures, according to Højlund
Madsen.
Research has shown that it is necessary to address informal institutions working
against women in politics; gendered electoral violence and a politics of insults, ridicule
and rumours, Højlund Madsen says.
She is conducting research on women’s political representation, affirmative action
and gendered political violence in Ghana to provide policymakers with better knowledge about strategies for political inclusion and gender transformation.
Read more: Gendered Institutions and Women’s Political Representation in Africa
(ed. Højlund Madsen).

FACTS: Female representation in African
parliaments
TOP-THREE:
Rwanda: 61 %
South Africa: 47 %
Namibia: 44 %
BOTTOM-THREE:
Algeria: 8 %
Benin: 7 %
Nigeria: 4 %
Source: IPU Parline, 2022
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Protests show people's
faith in democracy

Bujumbura, May 2015. Burundi's policemen and army
forces face protestors throwing stones during a demonstration against incumbent president Pierre Nkurunziza's
bid for a 3rd term. Photo: Jennifer Huxta, AFP.

Despite a recent wave of military coups, democratic values
are deeply rooted in many African countries. Military
takeovers should be seen in the light of presidents clinging
to power unconstitutionally, according to NAI researcher
Jesper Bjarnesen. However, he adds, high-stakes elections risk fuelling non-democratic strategies.
Presidents who tamper with their country’s constitution to remain in power beyond
their legal term have become increasingly common across the African continent.
When presidents behave that way, people lose faith in democratic systems. If citizens
no longer believe in democratic means to achieve political change, the only way to challenge power grabs by regimes may appear to be through military takeovers. In this way,
constitutional coups often precede military ones, Bjarnesen argues.
“In countries where the incumbent regime has made attempts to amend the constitution, people have clearly shown their dissatisfaction by taking to the streets. Even
if protests have not always been successful, they do show that democratic values are
deeply rooted and that people are keenly aware that the constitution is at the heart of
a democracy”.
However, when political power is centred around the presidency, the checks and
balances of a democratic system are disabled. There is little or no political debate in
parliament and the independence of the courts is compromised. Instead, the opposition’s only real chance of influence is to win the next election.
Such winner-takes-all elections become fiercely competitive. Violence and vote rigging are not uncommon. Notably, the composition of electoral commissions becomes
a contested political struggle because it could determine the electoral outcome.
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Ouahigouya, Burkina Faso, January 2021.
School girls attending class during the coronavirus pandemic. Photo Olympia de Maismont.

Covid-19 dents Africa’s
development plan
Africa’s large young population provides great potential for
long-term development. But to reap the benefits, governments need to accelerate investments in human capital
and facilitate job creation. School closures during the
Covid-19 pandemic have made the necessary transformation more difficult.
A shift in a population’s age structure, with growing numbers of people in the workforce relative to people who are either too old or too young to work, can boost economic growth. This is known as the demographic dividend.
However, according to NAI Senior Researcher Jörgen Levin the effects of school
closures and other restrictions imposed by African governments during the Covid-19
pandemic could lower that potential.
For the demographic dividend to take effect, governments need to accelerate investments in education and health. Another key factor is gender equality, as equal access to qualified jobs for both men and women leads to higher growth, Levin explains.
In Uganda, where over 78 percent of the population is below the age of 30, both education and gender equality have been negatively affected during the pandemic, according to NAI Senior Researcher Viola Nilah Nyakato.
Pregnancies among girls aged 10-14 years increased by 366 percent during the first
six months of school closures from March to September 2020, according to a report
by the Ugandan chapter of the Forum for African Women Educationists.
“Increased numbers of pregnancies among very young adolescents are a huge setback. We are losing a lot of gains made in the past 15 years in the promotion of girls’
education and gender equality”, Nyakato says.

FACTS: Africa’s
population growth.
The UN has estimated
that Africa will account
for up to 80 percent of
the world’s population
growth by the end of the
twenty-first century.
Africa’s share of the
global working age
population is expected
to rise to 41 percent,
compared with 12.6
percent in 2010.
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Rapid urbanisation threatens
food security in Africa

With an average annual urbanisation rate of more than
three per cent in Africa, research on sustainable urban
food systems and increased agricultural productivity
will be key to mitigate hunger and malnutrition.
If people in rural areas move to cities or use their farmland for purposes other than
agriculture, the current pace of urbanisation in Africa threatens to decrease food supply. At the same time, demand for food in cities will grow. This will increase pressure
on food systems in African countries that will have to rely much more on international
food markets. Many of them are already big net importers of food.
“It will leave countries vulnerable to supply and price shocks like, for instance, the
Covid-19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine”, says NAI researcher and development
economist Assem Abu Hatab.
Moreover, a growing urban population tends to change consumption habits, eating
more animal-source foods and processed food from supermarkets. This will increase
the environmental footprint of African food systems.
Increased urban food waste is another critical outcome of rapid urbanisation in
Africa, adding to the existing problem of food being lost before it reaches consumers
due to weak storage and transport systems.
“Building resilient food systems that promote sustainable methods of food production is crucial. It entails urban planning to consider food security and agricultural research looking into increasing productivity”, Abu Hatab concludes.

FACTS: Africa’s
rapid urbanisation.
Africa is the fastest
urbanising region in the
world.The continent’s
population is estimated to double before
2050. Two-thirds of this
growth will be absorbed
by urban areas.
Source: OECD (2020).

Douala, Cameroon, December 2018. Market woman
Christine Banlog, chooses potatoes from a wholesale market. Locally, the market women are called
“Bayem-Sellam”. Photo Ryan Brown, UN Women.
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New York, September 2014. High-level meeting on Iraq in
the UN Security Council. Photo Ruth Kristina Breivik.

Knowledge for a more
inclusive peace and
security agenda
While most of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
agenda involves Africa, the continent’s states have limited
influence over decisions. NAI research aims to provide
knowledge that will enable more effective and inclusive
UNSC work on Africa.
The UNSC’s responsibility to Africa is evident across the multilateral institution’s working agenda. In 2021, an estimated 70 percent of Security Council conflict situations and
84 percent of UN peacekeeping operations were on the African continent.
Yet African power in the Security Council is limited. Membership is based on the geopolitical situation at the end of World War II when the UN was founded. No African country has a permanent seat on the Security Council. African countries have to make an
impact in just two years, explains NAI Senior Researcher Angela Muvumba Sellström,
who explores the performance of the elected ten (E10) UNSC members – particularly
the Nordic and African states that have recently served.
Two NAI research projects assess how E10 states contribute to conflict management, peacekeeping, and the women, peace and security (WPS) agenda. Participating
researchers focus on eight E10 countries as well as the African Union and the European
Union at the UN. Engagement with policymakers is an integral part of the research process. Diplomats, UN and civil society representatives participate in workshops and
share their expertise.
“I am hoping that the projects bring out insights about how elected members can
be influential and context relevant. In the end, this is about building a credible and legitimate Security Council with capacity to work better for Africa’s peace and security”,
Muvumba Sellström says.
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Curated library collections
a crucial piece of the puzzle
More than 85,000 books and reports make the Nordic
Africa Institute Library a treasure trove of Africa research.
As new acquisitions are added to the collection, NAI
librarians work to make online compilations useful and
easy for researchers to find.
Building and compiling digital collections has become an essential part of librarians’
work to facilitate research. It entails making all possible information about a publication available. Besides the author, title and publisher, NAI librarians also add thematic
areas and keywords.
“It’s rather hands-on work. A big pay-off though is that curated collections get a better ranking from search engines, and thus appear higher on search lists. In addition,
we send the bibliographical information NAI staff compile to international databases
to facilitate access on a global scale”, says NAI Chief Librarian Åsa Lund Moberg.
The NAI Library is an important piece of the puzzle for researchers. However, according to Lund Moberg, research libraries should not only work with the past and the
present – managing and making older material available, as well as providing current
research – but should also bear the future in mind.
“We need to predict what researchers will be asking for five years hence – and for
that purpose we have to start collecting literature today”, Lund Moberg remarks.
Given that the NAI Library is specialised, its collections go much deeper than general libraries, which is of great value for Africa researchers. In addition, one third of the
physical collection in the NAI Library is printed on the African continent. Making literature available in the Nordics that is not only about Africa but also from Africa enhances
global South-North dialogue. And some titles are often unique.
“Many African guests have found official state prints in our library which they can’t
get hold of in their home countries”, Lund Moberg concludes.

More than 600 shelf metres of official documents. After
six decades of systematic acquisitions of official documents, the NAI Library hosts one of the largest collections in Europe. More than 600 shelf metres of official
documents from more than 50 countries are available
for researchers and other visitors. Photo Kalle Laajala.

SIXTY YEARS OF RESEARCH,
ANALYSIS AND DIALOGUE
Since its foundation in 1962, the Nordic Africa
Institute (NAI) has carried out research, analysed current African issues and engaged in
policy dialogue with decision makers.
NAI is a research-led Swedish public agency funded by several Nordic governments. The Institute has 34 staff, half of them researchers. We also bring
guest scholars, interns, students and visitors into our community.
The NAI office and library are located in the botanical garden of the old
university town of Uppsala. You can also visit us at www.nai.uu.se.

Our mission:
Provide deeper understanding amongst
Nordic decision-makers and associated
change-makers of contemporary African
perspectives and societal dynamics.

